
Professional 
agronomic sampling 
 Trust our team to ease the load

The art and science of agronomy has grown significantly as farmers constantly look 
to their trusted advisors for recommendations and as technology drives plant growth 
advancements. This progress has made it more important than ever for agronomic 
retailers and consultants to put their focus and time toward on-farm discussions, 
in-field assessments, and strategic, customized advice. 

Rock River Laboratory offers a wide range of agronomic sampling to free up your 
team to do just that. Employing a team of professionals, we accurately gather 
representative samples of soil, plant tissue, and hemp at the ideal time of the season 
for analysis. Take the pressure off your staff to cover everything and showcase their 
agronomic expertise by leaving the sampling to us. 

Logistics   and   sample   handling   specifics
Collecting quality, representative samples, Rock River Laboratory’s sampling 
team provides accurate results in the field and on paper - backed by experienced 
analysis and exceptional customer service. Reduce the burden on your team and 
reap the benefits of focusing their expertise on customers. Contact Rock River 
Laboratory today to learn more and get sampling started.



Field  specialists
The Rock River Laboratory sampling team is not only assigned strictly 
to sampling - and thus can specialize in their craft, but their background 
connections to agriculture reinforce their understanding of the 
environment around them and the job at hand. Sampling is completed in 
a timely manner thanks to a dedicated sampling team manager who also 
functions as a main point of contact for customer needs. 
 

Accurate   methods
Utilizing the most accurate precision soil sampling methods, Rock River 
Laboratory can help ensure you reach your nutrient management goals. 
Multiple Wintex auto-samplers are employed to remove the variability 
associated with hand sampling. Plus, our nimble sampling rigs reduce 
compaction and offer quick field access so our crews can work quickly and 
efficiently.

Adaptive  results
No matter your platform - SST, EFC, Agrian, or even your team’s own 
proprietary system - Rock River Laboratory has the flexibility to adapt to 
your data formatting needs. We collect all sampling data in the respective 
format for optimal compatibility - ensuring our results connect with your 
software to streamline data flow and save you time and headaches. Backed 
by Rock River Laboratory’s quality analysis, results supplied can be counted 
on to help your experts make accurate recommendations in the field. 

Precision  sampling
The middle of the growing season can become a chaotic time for growers 
and their agronomists. Rock River Laboratory’s team can provide the extra 
hands pulling samples at the right time so you can keep all other facets of 
your agronomic business running. Whether sampling soil, plant tissue, or 
hemp, the Rock River Laboratory team prides itself on repeatability and 
timing. Whether it’s large-scale research projects or routine sampling, our 
team focuses on ensuring the parameters are expertly followed - providing 
you results you can trust to utilize throughout research projects.
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